Comprehensive Windows Protection
Security Manager – AV Defender uses advanced technology to protect your Windows devices
from the latest security threats. Bitdefender technology consistently wins independent industry
tests.
Simplified Security Management
Designed specifically to secure the complex IT environment of modern connected companies,
AV Defender provides:







Simplified exclusion management with organizational and system level Global
Exclusions
Streamlined deployment with rule-based automated configuration, deployment, and
migration of your specific environment.
Automatic removal of the most previous AV products
Increased visibility of anti-virus activity with comprehensive security events
Enhanced monitoring with a dashboard-style view of anti-malware activity
Robust reports to quickly and dynamically provide insight into your environment

Simple Rollout
Replacing any widely used system can be daunting. Security Manager – AV Defender removes
the hassle by deploying at the click of a button and automatically uninstalling most legacy
endpoint clients. Additionally, N-Central allows us to schedule deployment and customer-system
reboots.
Comprehensive Feature Set
AV Defender provides more than just antimalware protection. It includes a fully feature two-way
firewall, intrusion detection, anti-phishing, web filtering, and user control. This comprehensive
functionality is essential in blocking increasingly diverse threats from infecting end-user systems
and server endpoints

Security Manager- AV Defender in a nutshell:








Anti-Virus and Anti-Spyware Protection
Personal Firewall on all client endpoints
Intrusion prevention
On-Demand Behavioral analysis
Rule-Bases system behavior blocking
Malware Audit & disinfection service
2007 WildList® proactive detection
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Advantages

Feature Details

Protect critical and sensitive information:

Comprehensive Protection:

Allows you to effectively guard your most valued
assets by providing a security solution that will
protect information on all network endpoints
Increase productivity:

Delivers an all in one security solution, including anti-virus,
antimalware, personal firewall, and host intrusion
prevention.
Configuration Management:

Reduce interruptions or downtime in your network
by reducing the use of unproductive or banned
applications.
Reduce operational complexity and lower costs:
By delivering complete endpoint security in a
single solution we can eliminate the need for
multiple security tools that use multiple consoles.

We can configure all of the settings that then will be applied
to multiple devices upon installation of the antivirus,
significantly decreasing downtime.
Around the clock updates:
We automatically download and install the latest detection
updates even if the device is outside of your business
network. This provides you with the maximum protection
anytime, anywhere.
Multi-Stakeholder Reports:
We communicate vital information to executive,
management, operational, and technical contacts that wish to
be informed as well as auditors
Real-Time incident and Alert monitoring:
Using the centralized monitoring agent we are able to unify
all the information from the entire network and alert either
your on-site technician or your Simplified Technology
account representative with either an email or text
notification.
Easy Deployment:
We provide simple remote deployment by device or entire
group of devices that ensures a bandwidth-friendly mass
rollout and signature file updates. Existing will be removed
automatically in most cases.
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